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A B S T R A C T   

A wound healing substitute promotes rapid tissue regeneration and protects wound sites from microbial 
contamination. The silver-based antiseptic frequently moist skin stains, burns and irritation, penetrates deep 
wounds and protects against pathogenic infections. Thus, we formulated a novel fibrin/chitosan encapsulated 
silver nanoparticle (CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP) composites bandage accelerating the polymicrobial wound healing. 
Electrospinning method was employed to form the nano-porous, inexpensive, and biocompatible smart ban-
dages. The structural, functional, and mechanical properties were analyzed for the prepared composites. The 
biological capacity of prepared CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage was assessed against NIH-3 T3 fibroblast and HaCaT 
cell lines. In vitro hemolytic assays using red blood cells were extensively studied and explored the low hemolytic 
effect (4.5 %). In addition, the improved drug delivery nature captured for the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP composite 
bandage. Antibacterial experiments were achieved against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylo-
coccus aureus and Lactobacillus bulgaricus using zone inhibition method. Moreover, in-vivo wound healing efficacy 
of fabricated smart bandage was evaluated on the albino Wistar rats which revealed the significant improvement 
on the postoperative abdomen wounds.   

1. Introduction 

Standardized drug delivery procedures are inevitable to deliver the 
medications over a prolonged span with the least side effects. [1,2] 
These practices can offer the equal efficacy from the biological and 
synthetic substances. [3,4] The various traditional and modern wound 
healing application medications were used for tissue replacement, 
particularly dermis damage on the wound site. In the advanced smart 
dressing applications, ‘smart polymers’ are used by the modifications of 
synthetic and natural biopolymers. [5,6] Many developments are in 
progress to develop a new generation skin wound substitute especially 
for the postoperative abdomen wound closure. [7,8] These cases mostly 
bioactive polymers replace the lost tissue instead of facilitating wound 
healing from the synthetic form which are able to mimic normal phys-
iological responses during tissue granulation. [9–11] The use of topical 

agents with biopolymers possess cleansing and debridement, which al-
ways possess antimicrobial, antiseptic and antibacterial effects. [12,13] 
In a new generation smart wound dressing, the nanoparticles are given 
the significant therapeutic role by the prevention infection growth and 
aid to support the tissue regeneration. [14] Many research reports 
describe smart polymers with nanoparticles can provide tissue 
compatibility, degradability, controlled drug release, swelling ability 
and nanoporous structure. [6,15–17] 

A natural biopolymer of chitosan (CH) is given the extensive prop-
erties such as soft adhesive, biocompatible, biodegradable, hemostatic 
and antibacterial. [10,18] Chitosan is a composition of β-(1.4)-2-acet-
amido-2-deoxyglucopy-ranose and 2-amino-2-deoxyglucopyranose 
units. [19–21] Moreover, its biological properties and hydrophilic 
functions widely used for faster wound healing. The bacteriostatic and 
fungi static properties initiate cell proliferation and tissue organization 
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particularly useful in chronic wounds. [22] The formation of chitosan 
has been a proven candidate for delivering peptides, proteins and 
plasmids, and its ability to release controlled drug due to hydrophilicity 
and cross-linking density. [23,24] The plentiful available shrimp shells 
are used to develop chitosan nanoparticles which is showing the effec-
tive medical importance against insecticides. [25] Recently, Pack-
irisamy et al. [26] have prepared the chitosan formulated zinc stannate 
for the antibacterial activity against E. coli, S. typhi and K. pneumoniae 
species. In addition, reduced graphene oxide/Fe3O4/chitosan nano-
composites showed enhanced cytocompatibility nature against A549 
and MCF7 cell lines and S. aureus, P. aureginosa and C. albicans patho-
gens. [27] The use of silver nanoparticles have gained much attention 
and exhibited improved antibacterial activities when compared to bulk 
silver. These nature can be induced by the large fraction of surface atoms 
and high surface area where more amount of nanoparticles insertion 
towards the bacteria and boosting their ability in a prolonged way. 
[14,28] The nature of chitosan at low aqueous solubility medium tends 
to be an effective biomaterial to absorb large volume of exudates/water. 
[29] A balance chitosan loading factors with other biopolymers such as 
polymer ratio, solubility, temperature and pH enhances wound healing 
and facilitates tissue growth. [30] Recently, chitosan/agar‑silver nano-
particles coated paper have shown improved antibacterial performance 
versus the gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial species. [31] 

Fibrin (F) is a natural protein and an important component of blood 
to initiate blood clot. It possesses cellular attachment, cell proliferation 
and extracellular matrix formation for hemostasis and wound healing 
applications. [32,33] It is an excellent biopolymer with biocompatible 
and biodegradable properties hence tissue regeneration can be achieved 
in shorter time. Fibrin reported as a potential drug delivery polymer to 
release sustainable amount of drug and proteins at damaged tissue site. 
[34] During the surgical suture procedures, the fibrin glue and fibrin gel 
could be used to provide slow delivery of antibiotics to expose on tissue. 
[35] Fibrin based scaffolds exhibit excellent growth aspect deliveries 
such as fibroblast growth factor and vascular growth factor. However, 
fibrin incorporated drug and polymers can be easily injected for local 
deliver at desired wound site. [36] 

Silver nanoparticles (SNP) are specifically influential candidates for 
the various fields due to their stunning behaviors such as optical char-
acteristics, electrical conductivity, and chemical stability. [37–39] SNPs 
are possible to hinder the growth of various pathogens by distinguished 
mechanisms, including ROS production, DNA spoil, membrane impair-
ment, intracellular proteins inactivation and so on. [40,41] SNP nano-
particles are having the wide range of pharmaceutical uses, including 
tissue engineering, drugs delivery, and pathogens sensor. [42] However, 
the unnecessary toxic materials absorbance on the surface of SNPs could 
be created toxicity and limitation towards their use for clinical purposes. 
[40] In recent time, electrospinning preparation is a highly attractive 
and economical procedure to manufacture the various nano and sub-
micron polymeric frameworks. [43,44] 

In this study, a facile electrospinning method was applied to progress 
a macroporous chitosan/fibrin/silver nanoparticles based smart 
bandage (CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP) where the SNP was impregnated via elec-
trospinning to fabricate a potential abdominal wound substitute. As a 
functional wound dressing, chitosan and fibrin scaffold can be achieved 
through various matrix ratios. In addition, chitosan wound dressing has 
many adhesive and antimicrobial properties, as well as fibrin also have 
hemostatic sealant properties. The prepared bilayer scaffold of CH:F: 
SPG-CH:SNP smart bandage would be a biomimetic material to absorb 
wound exudates for rapid healing of abdominal wounds. Thus, this work 
is focused on forming the smart bandage using biopolymers with macro 
porous structure and its efficacy for would healing was evaluated using 
in vitro and in vivo studies. In addition, the antibacterial properties 
against the P. aeruginosa, E. coli, S. aureus and L. bulgaricus using zone 
inhibition procedures. The mupirocin drug delivery and hemolytic ef-
fects were analyzed for the fabricated smart bandage. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Preparation of fibrin from bovine source 

The commercially availed blood source form the slaughter house was 
routinely blended with glass rod to extract fibrin. [45] Then, the natu-
rally obtained fibrin was cleansed to remove the blood clots under 
running water. Further, the extracted fibrin was cured with hydrogen 
peroxide solution (25 %) and sodium acetate solution (0.5 M). Finally, 
the cleansed fibrin was washed under pouring water and lyophilized, 
then stored at room temperature for analysis. 

2.2. Fabrication of chitosan/fibrin sponge 

Initially, chitosan was obtained from the earlier described procedure. 
[46] An aqueous chitosan was equipped with 1 % acetic acid using an as- 
prepared material. A neutral pH was maintained for equipped solution 
and then centrifugation process was carried out to remove the leftover 
water and residues. Lastly, magnetic stirring was employed at room 
temperature for 5 h for the homogeneous mix of resultant chitosan so-
lution. Then, two different ratios (weight percentage) of as-prepared 
fibrin in terms of chitosan such as 1:1 and 1:2 were dissolved using 
water and subsequently blended with chitosan solution using homoge-
nizer at 20000 rpm at 4 ◦C for 15 min. Later, 5 drops of ethylene glycerol 
were added as cross-linker after 20 mins of magnetic stirring. Finally, the 
homogenous mixture was transferred into Teflon template followed by 
deep freezing at − 20 ◦C for 14 h. The resulting chitosan/fibrin sponge 
material was lyophilized and denoted further as CH/F. 

2.3. Electrospinning of nanofibrous bilayer matrix 

The homogenous chitosan solutions were equipped in room tem-
perature by mixing 2 g of as-prepared chitosan in acetic acid with 
magnetic rousing for 10 h. Followed by SNP’s were poured into CH 
solutions at constant rousing for 8 h and obtained a uniformly distrib-
uted CH:SNP. The uniformly blended solution were electrospun over the 
fabricated sponge form of CH:F:SPG positioned on the rectangular 
aluminum substrate with a separation of 14 cm− 1 perpendicular to the 
24G needle linked to positive terminal of power supply. [47] Using a 
syringe pump with controlled electric potential of 1.5 kV/cm, the 
blended drug polymer solution was squeezed out. After complete 
dehydration of the drug polymer solvent from the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
bandage to make the bilayer nanofibrous matrices. Moreover, the 
equipped bandages were kept at room temperature for further use. 

2.4. Characterizations 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR, JASCO spectrophotometer), X’Pert 
PROPANalytical X-ray diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope (FESEM, Carl Zeiss AG, Jena, Germany) and trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Tecnai G2, F30) measurements 
were used to determine the physio-chemical changes of chitosan, fibrin, 
and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP materials. 

2.5. Antimicrobial activity 

Well diffusion method was employed to assess the antimicrobial 
activity of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP with sterile Mueller Hinton Agar (MHA) 
media. The selected pathogens of P. aeruginosa, E. coli, S. aureus and L. 
bulgaricus were wiped onto the surface of MHA medium. The prepared 
bandage of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP with various amount was placed on every 
part of well. Next, MHA plates were cultured at 37 ◦C for 24 h with 
ambient conditions. 
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2.6. In vitro biocompatibility examination of bilayer sponge 

The prepared bilayer sponge in vitro biocompatibility for the human 
keratinocytes (HaCaT) and NIH-3 T3 fibroblast cell lines were assessed 
by MTT assay. The cells were cultivated with Dulbecco’s modified eagle 
medium (DMEM) over CH-SPG, CH-SPG:GE and CH-SPG:GE-SNP bilayer 
sponge in 24 wells plate for 1, 3 and 5 h. The fetal calf serum was 
maintained at 37 ◦C and inserted with 2 mg/mL amphotericin B, 150 
mg/mL gentamycin 60 mg/mL streptomycin and 100 U/mL penicillin. 
Then, 100 μL of blended was shifted to culture growth plate. A control 
sample was grown without bilayer bandage. Universal microplate 
reader at 570 nm was employed to measure the solution absorbance. 
After the broth culture, the medium was detached and washed with 
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) to calculate the cell formation and 
morphology on the bilayer bandage. Fluorescence staining technique 
was employed to envision the in vitro cell propagation on the culture of 
bilayer bandage at various intervals 1, 3 and 5 h. Phase contrast mi-
croscopy was employed to visualize the nuclei and living cells after the 
counterstaining process using DAPI (2 mg/mL) and Calcein AM (2 μM) 
with the 37 ◦C incubation for 30 mins on the stained cells. [48] 

2.7. In vitro hemocompatibility assay 

Hemolysis assay is essentially resulted by the osmotic pressure 
increment on the red blood cells (RBCs). The occurrence of division 
followed by the release of hemoglobin on the RBCs was observed during 
hemolysis. A hemolytic assay was engaged to realize the blood coordi-
nation of the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework on human RBCs. The blood 
samples were collected from the volunteer and then a human RBCs 

suspension of 15 % v/v was prepared in 0.9 % NaCl. Subsequently, 
determined pieces of fibrin, chitosan or CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework 
(4 mm × 4 mm) was sited, and suspension (100 μL) was dropped in each 
well of 96-well plate. Also, 0.9 % sterile NaCl solution and 1 % Triton X- 
100 solution was engaged as a negative and positive control, respec-
tively for 100 % lysis of erythrocytes. [49] In this test, each treatment 
was repeated three times. Further, the 96-well inoculation was incu-
bated for 1 h at 37 ◦C and then centrifugated at 3500 rpm for 10 min. To 
evaluate the absorbance, the supernatant (150 μL) was placed on a new 
96-well plate using a microplate reader (STAT FAX 2100, BioTek) with 
414 nm. Finally, the percentage of hemolysis was derived using the 
ensuing Eq. (1). 

Hemolysis%=

(
mean OD of sample–mean OD of negative sample)

mean OD of positive control − mean OD of negative control

)

×100
(1)  

2.8. In vivo wound healing study 

A male Albino Wister rats (220 to 275 g) were engaged for wound 
healing in vivo studies. They were watched and given the standard feed 
frequently in a 12 h light/dark cycle at 25 ◦C. The CH:F:SPG and CH:F: 
SPG-CH:SNP wound dressing bandage were employed to assess their 
wound healing efficacy on rats. Intra peritoneal injection of thiopentone 
sodium was used for anesthetizing rats with a dose of 50 mg/kg body 
weight. To shave dorsal region of skin, an antiseptic encompassing 70 % 
alcohol was employed. On the animal model a full thickness cutting out 
wound was made with the size of 2 × 2 cm− 2. For this examination, 48 

Scheme 1. Scheme for preparation of bilayer CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage for wound healing  
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rats were parted into three sections with sixteen rats in each section 
(Control, CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage). A sterile gauze 
was engaged for control section whereas CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH: 
SNP bandage was used for Sections 2 and 3, respectively at the wound 
place. Ethylene oxide was used to sterile the sponge samples before 
dressing and the wound dressing was altered regularly. Continually at an 
interval of 4, 8 and 12 days, four rats from every section were forfeited 
and the granulation tissues were collected from them for regular histo-
logical protocols of staining. The wound healing development in all the 
sections of rats were assessed regularly on the wound surface for wound 
closure, histological and biochemical evaluation. [34] 

2.9. Drug release experiments 

The drug (mupirocin) discharge by the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nano-
particles was recognized at 37 ◦C using a Franz-type cell. The recipient 
element was supplied with PBS (pH = 7.4) under 1 h of constant stirring. 
Then, the supernatant solution was removed using centrifugation from 
the obtained buffer by recipient. The drug substance ratio was defined 
from the rest by determining the absorbance (Shimadzu ultraviolet 
spectrometer). [50] The drug out percentage from CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
nanoparticles was estimated as follows. 

E = Qp
/

Qt x 100 (2)  

where Qt is the total quantity of drug merged with the nanoparticles, Qp 
is the released drug quantity, and E is the drug release percentage from 
CH: F: SPG-CH:SNP nanoparticles. 

2.10. Statistical analysis 

All the measurements were presented as mean ± standard deviation 
(n = 3). The statistics were performed using ANOVA (Analysis of Vari-
ance) and student’s t-test was completed to calculate the significant 
variances between the set of results. The stated variations were statis-
tically significant when p < 0.05. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Chemical and structural characterizations 

CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework was assembled using the electro-
spinning of silver nanoparticles as shown in Scheme 1. Further, func-
tional properties were derived by the FTIR, XRD and thermogram results 
for the chitin, fibrin and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. Fig. 1(a) shows the FT-IR 
spectra of chitin, fibrin and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. The characteristic 
bands of both chitosan and fibrin are accumulatively observed in the 
bilayer nanofibrous matrices. The broad band around 3500–3400 cm− 1 

may be attributed to the–OH and –NH2 stretching vibrations of chitosan. 
[51,52] The peak at 1029 cm− 1 may be due to the saccharide structure of 
chitosan. [26] The peaks at 1639, 1564 and 1417 cm− 1 corresponds to 
the amide I (C–O), amide II (C–N and N–H) and amide III (C–N) 
vibrations from fibrin, respectively. [53] 

Fig. 1(b) shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of chitosan, fibrin and 
CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. The broad diffraction peaks at around 11.8◦ (002), 
16.6◦ (100) and 26.4◦ (101) of 2θ represent the characteristic peaks of 
chitosan. [39,40] The diffractogram of fibrin shows a broad diffractive 
peak located at around 20◦ (110). When compared with the pure form of 
chitosan and fibrin, the X-ray diffractogram of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP shows 

Fig. 1. (a) FTIR, (b) XRD and (c) TG-DTA spectra of fibrin, chitosan, and (c) CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP.  
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certain changes in both the diffraction angles and peak intensity. The 
peak angle at around 10.5◦ has been shifted to a higher 2θ value of 
around 11.6◦ with no significant difference in the peak at around 20◦. In 
addition, the peak related SNP is emerged at 34.3◦ (111) and 41.1◦ (200) 
in the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP composites. 

Thermograms of chitosan, fibrin, and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP are shown 
in Fig. 1(c). An initial weight loss of about 9.5, 13, and 9 % was observed 
near 100 ◦C, which is credited to the evaporation of adsorbed water 

molecules present in chitosan, fibrin, and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP respec-
tively. A drastic decomposition of all the three samples was observed 
between 220 and 400 ◦C, which may be due to the degradation and 
depolymerization of saccharide rings and amino acid units of chitosan 
and fibrin. However, the weight loss slowed down after 400 ◦C and a 
total weight loss of about 69, 77, and 68 % was observed in chitosan, 
fibrin, and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP, respectively at 600 ◦C. When compared 
with the pure form of fibrin, CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP show increased thermal 
stability, which may be because of the relations between the amino and 
carboxyl groups of chitosan and fibrin. 

DSC results show an initial endothermic peak at 117 ◦C, 91 ◦C, and 
142 ◦C, which is assigned to the loss of water molecules present in 
chitosan, fibrin, and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP, respectively. Exothermic peaks 
at 317 ◦C and 283 ◦C, represent the decomposition of chitosan and CH:F: 
SPG-CH:SNP whereas the endothermic peak at 225 ◦C represents the 
decomposition of fibrin. This clearly indicates that chitosan-grafted 
fibrin nanocomposite shows relatively higher thermal stability when 
compared with the pure form of fibrin. Fig. 2(a) shows the photographic 
image of prepared CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP scaffold bandage. Exceptional 
mechanical characteristics are necessary to use attractive wound healing 
bandage to maintain reliability and shield the wounded region from the 
various exterior weights. [54] Fig. 2(b) shows the mechanical strength 
variations for the CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP composite bandages 
to establish the stretchability properties. The results showed that the SA 
wound dressing ruptured easily at small loads strains of 2.351 N. CH:F: 
SPG-CH:SNP produces the maximum mechanical strength compared to 
their counterpart CH:F:SPG bandage which is due to the inclusion of 
chitosan bounded SNP. The observed performance was more consistent 
with reported literatures to equalize the wound dressing characteristics. 
[55] 

FESEM and TEM analysis was done for the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP scaf-
fold. Fig. 3(a) shows the FESEM image which defines the well-ordered 
spherical shaped bilayer nanofibrous structure. Some of the nano-
particles were agglomerated because of their small size and high specific 
surface energy. Fig. 3(b) displays the TEM images of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
composites. The observed results accumulated grains due to the coa-
lescence process in the derived composites. Large area TEM image (inset 
Fig. 3(b)) clearly displays the agglomerated composite structure. The 
removal of toxic compounds and diffusion of nutrients are allowed by 
the porous structure. To determine the porous structure, nitrogen 

Fig. 2. (a) Photographic image of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage; (b) mechanical 
properties of CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. 

Fig. 3. (a) FESEM and (b) TEM images (inset: low magnification) of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP.  
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isotherm analysis was performed for CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. Fig. 4(a-b) 
shows the BET and BJH spectrum of derived material, respectively. The 
measured result indicates the chitosan-grafted fibrin nanocomposite 
owned maximum porous structure with an average pore radius of ̴ 10 
nm. This result demonstrates the large surface area of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
which leads to good sorption ability. 

3.2. In vitro biocompatibility studies 

Smart wound dressing bandage with enhanced cell adhesion and cell 
proliferation properties are the crucial aspects in tissue regenerative 
activity. In vitro biocompatibility of CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
bilayered bandage were assessed for HaCaT and NIH-3 T3 fibroblast 
cells at various time intervals by MTT assay as shown in Fig. 5(a-b), 
respectively. The cells were planted over nanoporous sponge layer 
which exhibited improved cell viability for both cell lines. The CH:F:SPG 
sponge produces lower cell viability than CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage. 
The presence of silver nanoparticles in the nanofibrous bandage en-
hances the growth in the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bilayer bandage. In addi-
tion, chitosan attracts the fibroblast cells effectively on their walls which 
induces the significant increment of cell viability. Due to the availability 

of high porous sponge attached with well-designed silver nanoparticles 
in the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nanofibrous structure, the cell and cell prolif-
eration are well established. Also, the interaction between the CH:SNP 
and CH:F:SPG helps to achieve improved cell bonding and movement. 
The fibrin increases adhesive property and sustained release of nano 
drug and proteins. Further, the silver nanoparticles help to block the 
burning and inflammation sensation at the wounded area. Finally, the 
studied in vitro outcomes reveal the cyto-compatible behavior of CH:F: 
SPG-CH:SNP. In vitro fluorescent staining performance with Calcein 
and DAPI for the bilayer bandages was estimated using NIH-3 T3 
fibroblast and HaCaT cell lines after 12 h. The obtained results explored 
that compatibility of prepared biocomposite bandages not only assisted 
the penetration of cells into the tissue inner layer but also improved the 
nutrients and oxygen transfer to the cells. 

3.3. In vitro hemocompatibility results 

Hemocompatibility is a highly considerable reason to decide the use 
of transplantable materials. When the blood contacts with an external 
biomaterial, the primary process that happen is the competitive ab-
sorption of plasma proteins. [56] As per the ISO model, a <5 % of 

Fig. 4. (a) BET and (b) BJH profiles of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP.  

Fig. 5. MTT assay for the (a) Human keratinocytes (HaCaT) and (b) NIH-3 T3 fibroblast cell lines using CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP for the different time interval. The error 
values are provided from the standard deviation of replicated experiments. Capital alphabets denote a significant deviation between the replicated experiments (P 
≤ 0.05). 
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hemolysis index is indicated as safe substance. [57] The hemolytic assay 
of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage for the human erythrocytes was assessed 
to verify its hemolysis strength (Fig. 6). The obtained results revealed 
that the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nanocomposite owns 4.5 % of hemolytic 
efficacy while the positive control sample of Triton X-100 lysed 95.7 % 
of RBCs. The pure form of fibrin and chitosan exposed the hemolytic 
activity of about 3.6 and 4 %, respectively for the comparison. Based on 
the observed results, CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework is compatible with 
blood cells and would be the suitable materials for wound healing and 
tissue engineering. 

3.4. In vitro antibacterial results 

Antibacterial efficacy of synthesized CH:F:SPG matrix, CH-SNPs and 
bilayered CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nanocomposites were accomplished 
against P. aeruginosa, E. coli, S. aureus and L. bulgaricus bacteria. Fig. 7 
shows the antibacterial activity of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP in terms of zone of 
inhibition against P. aeruginosa, E. coli, S. aureus and L. bulgaricus path-
ogens. Streptomycin was used as the standard antibacterial agent. The 
observed well plated indicated the high inhibiting behavior against L. 
bulgaricus pathogen. However, other pathogens are considerably killed 
by the prepared bandage. The amount of bandage is significantly caused 
by the increment of zone of inhibition as resulted in Fig. 7. From the 
observed results, CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nanocomposites are highly capable 
of immune the growth of L. bulgaricus effectively. Chelation processes of 
complexes are highly capable of changing the metabolic kinetics of 
pathogens to deactivate the cellular enzymes. 

3.5. In vivo wound closure studies 

Wound healing properties of three sections of animals were investi-
gated using Albino Wistar rats (Control, CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG-CH: 
SNP). Fig. 8(a) illustrates macroscopic observations of in vivo wound 
closure treatment of the prepared composited materials in different post- 
surgery regions on 0, 3, 6 and 12th days. The experimental results show 
virtually completed (̴ 97 %) wound closure on 12th day with treatment 
of prepared CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage materials when compared to the 
CH:F:SPG (86 %) and control (62 %) wound models as shown in Fig. 8 
(b). But in SNP loaded bandage, the wound healing process is acceler-
ated for fibroblast cell lines within the short duration. The assembled 
new bandage improves new tissue restoration and initiates re- 
ephithelialization owing to the distribution of substantial levels of pro-
tein at the wound site. In addition, SNP particles are also valuable for 
epithelial cell relations which are capable of emitting growth elements 
for epithelialization. Besides, the treatment of prepared bandage mate-
rials was exhibited fresh skin regeneration evenly in the absence of scars, 

Fig. 6. Hemolysis histogram of fibrin, chitosan and CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP. The 
error values are provided from the standard deviation of replicated 
experiments. 

Fig. 7. Antibacterial studies of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Lactobacillus bulgaricus pathogens.  
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which demonstrates materials have improved healing mechanisms for 
the in vivo wound regenerations. The quantitative wound healing rate 
(%) observations was observed and demonstrated that SNP loaded 
bandage have fastening healing rate and achieved quicker epithelization 
when comparted to the control groups. Meanwhile, the wound healing 
mechanism was further observed by histological investigations by using 
H&E stain and microscopic technique to establish the process of fibro-
blast proliferations, re-epithelialization and inflammatory infiltrations. 
Fig. 9(a) displays the H&E-stained microscopic images of wound site for 
the control and after 6 and 12 days treated with prepared bandage 
materials. The observed image clearly describes the significant periods 

to healing wound site. Fig. 9(a) explores the considerable number of 
stained tissues for the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP treated rat surface after 6 days 
due to the significant amount of infiltration of treated material. How-
ever, a control model owns more inflammatory cells than CH:F:SPG and 
CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP, which confirms that prepared wound bandages have 
provided a significant cure on the rat surface by infiltrations on in-
flammatory cells after 6 days. At the same time, CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP 
treated rat after 12 days shows the greater fibroblast proliferations, 
granulations tissues and specifically tissue re-epithelialization than the 
control and CH:F:SPG treated rat surface which ascertained the com-
plete closure of wound during the periods. The inflammatory cells 

Fig. 8. (a) Photographic representation of wound contraction rate and (b) their wound healing rate. The error values are provided from the standard deviation of 
replicated experiments. Capital alphabets denote a significant deviation between the replicated experiments (P ≤ 0.05). 

Fig. 9. (a) Histopathology studies using the CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage (yellow arrow: congestion; blue arrow: hyperplasia; red arrow: granulocyte; green arrow: 
epithelial), (b) quantitative study of inflammatory cells (%) and (c) tissue re-epithelialization percentage (%) for control and treated with CH:F:SPG and CH:F:SPG- 
CH:SNP. The error values are provided from the standard deviation of replicated experiments. Capital alphabets denote a significant deviation between the replicated 
experiments (P ≤ 0.05). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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infiltrations and tissue re-epithelialization rates were quantitatively 
measured as shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c), respectively. These results are 
extremely associated with previous microscopic and macroscopic ob-
servations of healing processes. 

3.6. Drug release property 

Drug release behavior of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP nanocomposite is 
determined by in vitro with Franz diffusion cells (pH = 7.4). Fig. 10 
shows the drug delivery properties of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework for 
the sustained periods. Initially 15 % of released after an hour which 
indicates the promoted period at the wound surface from debris. 
Further, the drug release increases to 20 %, 40 % and 70 % at 10, 50 and 
120 h, respectively which realizes the appropriate binding of drug with 
assembled framework. From the observed drug delivery results, the CH: 
F:SPG-CH:SNP is sustainable drug released material and it would ideal 
additive for the wound healing substitute. [58] 

4. Conclusions 

This work demonstrated the blend of chitosan coated SNPs and fibrin 
to produce a spongy like bandage framework by freeze drying technique 
for wound healing applications. The functional and surface properties 
were clearly confirmed in the formation of prepared composite frame-
work model. Antibacterial studies estimated against P. aeruginosa, E. coli, 
S. aureus and L. bulgaricus pathogens by the zone inhibition model. 
Wound healing studies proved that use of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP on open 
cutting out wounds could be cured faster rate with high biocompati-
bility. The derived hemolytic assay results enabled the stable safe sub-
stance of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP for the human RBCs. In vivo studies realized 
the compatibility of prepared bilayer CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP bandage for 
real time use. The drug delivery studies clearly envisaged the drug 
release nature of prepared CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework. Hence, the 
development of CH:F:SPG-CH:SNP framework would be the potential 
candidate for wound healing and drug delivery applications. 
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